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ABSTRACT
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foreign language, English as a second dialect, and bilingual
education. The relationship between the two organizations and the
interests, structures, and operations of each are considered. In
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ALBERT H. MARCEWARDTFILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

THE RELATIONSHIP BET6hEN TESOL AND THE CENTER FOR ILPPLIED LINGUISTICS

At the ti.me that this particular topic was assigned to me, the expectation

was thnt Iivould be speaking primarily as a representative.of the Center for

Applied Linguistics. Because of personal considerations, I requested early

this month that I be relieved of my administrative responsibilities there.

As a coasequence,.I appear before you in &quite disinterested-role; a member

of TESOL on the one honds.and of the Center's Board of Directors on tho other,
ent-d.rpriset.

with the well-being of both Q-147;4:a=1;1=0 very much at heart. Naturally, any

consideration of the relationship between the two mug begin by taking into

account the interests of both organizations, their respective structures, and
NI

the way in which4must operate as a.consequence of those structures.

From the very beginning of its existence, the Center for Applied Lin-517
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guistics has had English as a second or foreign language as ono of its foci
70'3

%
of activity. Indeed, the first conferenco.which th.e.organization ever organ-
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6.4 primary concern of the Center's Program in Sociolinguistics, and although the
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0'4:20 Center has not gone imich beyond sheer clearing-house and information-gathering_

activities with respect to bilingual education, it would like to do more if

support.were forthcoming. The interest of TESOL in all three fields is

clearly evident froM the program which has bean prepared for this annual con-_ _ _ ...
ventIon or one might even say four fields or domains, if the distinction

between English as a Second Language and English as a Foreign Lanpage is kept

clearly in mind.

It must be recognized, however, that these four domains quite properly

4:1 constitute the sum total of TESOL's interests and activities. This is not

.JI



true of the Center, which justifiably extends its interest and involvement

in cpplied linguistics to other areas. It has long been concerned with the

teaching of foreign languages, both intensively and at the regular academic
,

pace, and in the development of teaching materials for certain of the less

frequently taught languages. It is just now embarking on a large scale pro-

ject for describing all the languages of the world. It has, in its time,

held conferences on lexicography, on metrics, and may well stand as a co-

sponsor to a meeting devoted to semiotics. In short, whatever is to be

gained from concentration of attention will accrue to'TESOL. Those con-

tributions which a variety and range of experiences make possible will

naturally fall to the Center. This should be kept in mind as we consider

the activities which each organization is best equipped to undertake.

Next, there is the matter of the structure of the two groups. TESOL

is a professional organization, with what appears to be a rapidly grow-

ing membership. It represents what is in some ways a young or new pro-

fession, with both the advantages and disadvantages of youth, but it is
0..1* least

rtsAisily approaching maturity, thanks to the excellent leadership which it

has had in its formative years. The Center, on the other hand, function-
.

ing as a clearing house and an agency for research and educational contract

work, has a small permanent staff. Again, each of these structures per-
.

mits the organization to do certain kindssof work effectively and renders

other types of activity gtore. difficult. It is out of theseidifferences in

purpose and structure that a concept of the relationship between the two

must emerge, and I would hope we might go beyond the relatively negative

task of delimiting spheres of influence to the positive one of determining

how the two groups may not only complement but cooperate with each other.

Focusing for a moment on.TESOL, we may profitably ask, what is it that



one expects from a piofessional organization, especially as diStina from

4 purely,learned'society, such as the Linguistic Society of America, whose

prime object is to furnish a public platform for those who have been engaged

in research and to provide the means of disseminating published research to

those engaged in the discipline. In contrast, I y=1;..4 presume that it is a

prime aim of a professional society to develop a sense of professional respou:

sibility and professional solidarity in its membershipvand to pursue whatever

activities will lead to that goal. Research is important, of course, but for

a professional society it should constitute a means to.an end rather than the

end itself.

In terms of its current four-fold concern with English as a second and

as a foreign language, Standard English as a second dialect, and bilingual

education, which are similar but certainly not identical in character, the

professional obligations of TESOL take on qualities of magnitude and com-

plexity. With respect .to English as a second or foreign language, its con- .

cern+pan the range of teaching English abroad and of English for university

level students in this country, to say nothing of English as a component of

adult education for the foreign born. The involvement with Standard English

as a second dialect raises a host of sociological, psychological, so

ling-uistic-rand-ethrcational-issues-which--often, unfortunately;-seem-to-gener-

ate considerably more heat than light... 'Bilingual education is, or should be

by definition.a two-way street, and as a consequence the organization can-

not avoid a degree of professional responsibility for both English and

foreign-language teaching at the elementary-school level.

With respect to most of these matters, we are, comparatively speaking,

4,04oiescence"

in a state of professional tielgtox. In effect, this means that there is much

work to be done. All sorts of information needs to be.gathered. We just



don't know who is teaching what, where, and under what circumstances. This

is partièularly true of the adult education programs in Engnlish as a second

language, but there are =Pother gaps in our knowledge as well. We know

very little indeed of the position of English language instruction in any

number of foreign countries; in fact, the only one for which we have even

part of the situation systematically presented in a mono6raph is Japan. .

early as 1969 I urged that a number of studies of this kind be undertaken,

if for no other reason than to give form and direction to our English-teaching

efforts abroad. Though projects of this kind must be carried out by indLvi-

duals, the responsibility for mounting them properly belongs to the organ-

ization which represents the entire profession. Currently this organization
1

lacks the resources to carry out such an 'ambitious program, but there is no

reason why it should not attempt to secure the necessary support.

Despite the fact that millions of dollars are now being poured into

what the U.S. Office of Education presumes to be bilingual education, any

effort to develop an overall picture of this operation seems now to meet with

frustration at every turn. One of my colleagues remarked to me not so many

months ago that there is not even a satisfactory taxonomy of efforts in this

field, and even if one should considder Mackay's article as a satisfactory

model for such a classification, the application to ongoing efforts still

needs to be made. I mention these as profesSion-wide concerns which are most

properly the responsibility of the professional organization in the field.

But more than merely the collection of pertinent information falls.with-

in the proper scope of the professional organization. The field of education

in the United States has traditionally avoided the development of a strong

central guiding force. As a result, it has been torn apart by any number of



special interest groups, each of which seeks as much assistance as..is

conceivably possible for its particular area of interest. Under these cir-

cumstances, an organiqation such as TESOL must speak for its constitueney

in every conceiVable manner and at every possible foruip. Decision makeirs

everywhere, educational agencies of every kind must be mage to understand the

complexities of the task we face and the conditions necessary for us to carry

out our proper educational function. Who is there to make this point except

the one organization which properly has the only claim to representing the

7
profession.

Other groups must.understand as well, as the Peace Corps did not at

the outset of its program, that to teach English as a foreign language, or

even as a,second dialect, requires a type of training considerably more

focused, specialized, end linguistibally sophisticated than that which

characterizes the ordinary En lish major on the baccalaureate level or the

English teaching candidate in a college of Education. TESOL,has klready made

this point in an exemplary fashion through its Guidelikel, a document which

one may point to as a prime example of the fulfillment of a.professional

responsibility. In connection with this; the-brgenizatien must constantly

seek to explain and clarify the role of linguistics inlanguage teaching, a

concept often difficult for the novitiate to grasp.

Nor is it sufficient to make these points solely through the centralized

national organization. There are the state and local affiliates to be con-
,

sidered as"well, since thgy.afford an excellent opportunity to serve as

channels'of cOmmunication down to the local level. And at the same tiMe that

we are thinking of the affiliates in this cOuntry as a means of wider com-

munication, we must not overlook the opportunities which are offered by some

kind bf association with the professional organizations of English teachers



throughout the world. Wherever I go, on my rounds of visits to Ertlish

teachers in other countries, I am besibged with questions about the pos-

sibility of establishing a link of one sort or another with TESOL. I am

awarethat the Executive Committee has approached this question somevihat

gingerly, and I can understand the reasons for doing so, but the desire and

the demand'for professional leadership are there. It would be a pity not

0)4,14

to take advantage of i.

At all events, these are the directions which a professional organ-

ization is especially equipped to .undertake. By virtue of an active and

dedicated membership, it can serve as a forum for the discussion and

clarification of professional and educational issues in a way that the

Center for Applied Linguistics could never begin or even hope to approach,

not only through public discussion but through the medium of its excellent

journal as well. Once decisions have been reached, it can serve as the

voice of the profession, and indeed it is the only organization that can

properly do so. Men necessary, its membership can be mobilized either to

gather pertinent information or to make its voice heard.

At the same time there are limits to the potential achievement of

an organization which meets just once a year and operates from convention

to convention chiefly through its committee structure, especially when there

are only very limited funds to support committee activities. This is not

a problem peculiar to.TESOL. It exists in the National Council of TeacheTs

of Englishj in the Modern,Language Association, in the Linguistic Society,

and in a half-:dozen others that I am personally involved in. In fact,'the

problem seems to be endemic.to the entire rtnge of professional and learned

societies in this country.

1

It follows, therefore, that certain specifically focused tasks might



well be achieved more effectively by a small cadre of persons working inclose collaboration under the aegis of an organization auch as the Centerof Appli,ed
Linguistics. Communication is less of a problem; coordinationcan come about more readily in a hierarchical

structure'then.in, a democriatic
.one committed to operate under rules of parliamentary procedure. There are,in fact,

certain.activities which both groups would be well advised toavoid, the development of teaching materials and curricular guides in Par-
\

ticular. There was a time
when'publishers were reluctant to invest riskcapital in the kinds of td,xtbooks which you and I would like to see anduse, but this period is long since over. True enough, the National Councilof Teachers of Englisil did produce the Enaish for Today series, but thiswas in response to a particular

situationiat a specific point in time.Knowing more than I would like to abOut the managerial difficulties that theproject has encountered in'its relationship with the publishers and the..government agency which originally funded it, I feel that the lesson isclear: neither a professional
association nor a relatively small researchand clearing-house operation is ideally suited to this task. I would ex:tend my observation here to include materials for teachini Standard Englishas a second dialect and those designed to serve bilingual schools. Itmay well be that either group might lend its efforts to the

develbpment ofa prototype
course, but .for anything beyond that, I would recommend caution.Since we are discussing publication, I should like to say that TESOLdeserves great credit

for-the-excellent journal it has developed within avery short"period,
thus filling a much-needed gap in thb

publication out-let for pedagogical articles in this area. 'Book publication, however, is asuite different story -- and I am now speaking about published researchrather than teaching mateiiials. Again, the experience of other
organizations



shows that a venture into the book publishing field requires a financial

investment, time and manpower, to say nothing of storage space, which a

small but growing association can scarcely hope to command. This kind

of activity might better be left to the Center, which possesses a sound

backlog of editorial experience, but even there its facilities for pro-

motion and distribution leave much to be desired.

/,:eeting the research needs of the profession presents a complex pro-'

blem. It is fair to say, I suppose, that we should like to have much more

information than we now possess upon two basic points: .the structure of

the English language in all its styles, registers, forms, and varieties,

and how it is to be learned and taught. In connection with both of these,

there are still many tasks which can profitably be undertaken by the indiv-

idual scholar, end surely it is the function of the professional society,

through the forum provided by its annual meeting, and possibly through the

stimuluslnherent in its committee structure, to encourage such undertakings

whenever possible. Although I.have complimented TESOL on its journal, I

Should like to see it loss dependent for copy than it now is upon papers

presented at the annual meetings.

There is another kind of researdh, however, which must necessarily be

cooperative in character, drawing essentially upon the efforts of several

scholars.and requiring more time than any one person or group of persons

could give beyond a normal teaching load. Let us take note of, a very

specific case. It is now a decade since the compilation of thle Brown

University corpus of one million running words, representing a carefUl sam-

pling of materials published dUring the year 1961. For any number of

reasons, the collection needs to be replicated. This will require a con-

siderable investment of time and money, to say nothortiof the acquisition of



equipment. It will have to be supported through either grant or contract

funds. On the surface, at least,'it would appear that the structure of an

organization such as the Center, or indeed even a university department is

bettor adapted than a professional association to carry%on a project of

this kind. The same would seem to hold true of contrastive studies con-

ducted on a scale involving extensive collaboration of American and foreign

scholars.

A further type of activity which a professional organization rould do

well to avoid is that of undertaking to evaluate teaching and training pro-

grams of various kinds. Inevitably the organization itself or the members

of the evaluating team will be accused of having on ax to grind, of less

than total impartiality, and it may well become a disruptive force within

thu organization. This kind of project is much better left in the hands of

an independent group, and even under such circumstances, the evaluations are

not always well received. Recently one government agency announced.that it

was "rejecting" an evaluation which it had requested from a small research

organization, happily not the Center.

It is wholly within the proviace of a professional organization to

set standards and establish criteria for various kinds of educational activ-

ities, as was done with respect to the programs for training teachers of

English as a foreign or second lenguage. Here, if proper discussion is

provided and.membership approval secured,,the organization is speaking

for its professional membership. However, by its very nature, en accred-
.

itation or evaluation process must rest basically upon a delegation of

authority, and however reasonable this may seem, the persons to whom this

task is assigned will be substituting their individual judgments for that

of the entire group.
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Thus far I have dealt with complementary rather_than_cooperative .

activities, but the possibilities in the latter field should not go un-

noticed. These, it seems to me, lie chiefly in the compilation and dis-

semination of informAion, that is to say the clearing-house function.

It has always been important; as the profession grows and extends itself

into the areas of bidialectal and bilingual education, it will become even

more so. 1

The list of services that might be performed is almost endless. A'

file of bibliographic information must be maintained, one which ideally

would extend to publications in foreign countries. In some of these, et

least, the Center has contacts which TESOL would find hard to duplicate.

If TESCL assumes the prime responsibility, there is every reason for the

Center to lend support. With respect to a survey of research in progress,

it is possible that the Center has both the facilities and a backlog of

experience which would enable it to assume the primary-responsibility here.

We need information on where English in each of the four domains is taught.

lAe need a ros.ter of competent personnel in the field, at all levels of-

education, both in this country and abroad. A 11st-0-speakers to' serve

local, state, and regional workshops should be prepared and distributed. .

These are but a few of the possible clearing-house activities. Patently

the task is too great for either organization, given its present resources, .

to undertake successfully.

that would seem to'be,required is long-range planning on the part of

both groups, the establishment of a set of priorities for each Orgeniiation

as well as a set of common goals, and frequent consultation with the aim

of assuring that progress will be forthcoming. And in order to avoid.

duplication with what is going on in London, there must be the same kind.
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of planning with the counterpart groups there. As far as TESOL and the

Center are concerned, a detailed blueprint cannot be devised in a brief

talk such ad this. But it does seem to me that one broad guideline will

serve to set the pieces in their place. TESOL is a professional organ-

ization. As such, service to its membership, both directly and indirectly,

mut lAnderlie the bulk of its activities. The Center has as its raiF,en

&etre service to the discipline. The fulfillment of these two goals will

at times entail slightly overlapping activities, but it is safe to say

that if .these two basic differences in purpose are kept in mind, possible

avenues of fruitful complementation and cooperation will increasingly

become apparent.

My./ .1.110.+1=1/... 1
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